
Difficulty Rating: Beginner

Just Kisses
Designed by Sandi Irish for RK
www.robertkaufman.com

FRAYED EDGE BLANKETS

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Finished project measures approximately: 40” x 70”
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Fabric and Supplies Needed

    Color       Fabric        Name/SKU       Yardage

SRKF-18222-2 
BLACK

SRKF-18225-300 
STORM

SRKF-18223-191 
AUTUMN

    Color      Fabric       Name/SKU        Yardage

Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

A

B

C2 yards*

2 yards*

2 yards*
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- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted. 
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

*Note: 2 yards of fabric makes one blanket.  

Notes Before You Begin

Step 1: Choose a line in the weave of the plaid that will be your 
stitching line. You will need at least 1-1/2 to 2” beyond the stitching 
line to trim off the selvage edge and straighten the cut edge.

Step 2: Sew on the line you have chosen as your stitching line on all 
four sides. Use a very small stitch length for sturdiness.

Step 3: Trim off the selvage edge and straighten the cut edge 
approximately 1” beyond your stitching. This can be done with a 
rotary cutter, mat and ruler or a scissors.

Step 4: Unravel the edge by removing the threads parallel to your 
stitching line to reveal a soft edge.

Make the Blanket
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